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Sourcery for iOS devices - View HTML, JavaScript and CSS Source
Published on 11/10/14
Croatian based indie developer, Dino Paskvan has released version 2.1 of Sourcery, an app
and browser extension for iOS which allows users to view the source code of webpages and
their assets as well as interact with CSS and JS of the page. The app offers two syntax
highlighting themes, code clipboard copying and HTML validation. You can also highlight
search strings in the source code for easier navigation. Sourcery is a universal app,
supporting both the iPhone and the iPad.
Varazdin, Croatia - Independent developer, Dino Paskvan has released version 2.1 of
Sourcery, an app and browser extension for iOS which allows users to view the source code
of webpages and their assets as well as interact with CSS and JS of the page. The app
offers two syntax highlighting themes, code clipboard copying and HTML validation. You can
also highlight search strings in the source code for easier navigation. Sourcery is a
universal app, supporting both the iPhone and the iPad.
You can navigate through different web page assets conveniently by using the folder icon
in the navigation bar. This allows you to view stylesheets and CSS that are not inline
(part of the HTML code). It was designed to work both as an extension and a standalone
app.
If you use the standalone app, you can also apply custom CSS styles to web pages or use a
simple JavaScript console to interact with the webpage.
It offers two syntax highlighting themes (a dark and a light one), code clipboard copying
(escaped and unescaped) and HTML validation. You can also highlight search strings in the
source code for easier navigation. Sourcery is a universal app, supporting both the iPhone
and the iPad.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Optimized for iPhone 5, iPhone 6, and iPhone 6 Plus
* Universal Application
* Requires iOS 8.0 or later
* 5.0 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Sourcery 2.0 is priced at $0.99 (or equivalent amounts in other currencies) and available
worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Utilities category. A limited amount of
promotional codes is available for the members of the press.
Dino Paskvan:
http://www.dinopaskvan.com/
Sourcery 2.1.0:
http://www.dinopaskvan.com/sourcery/
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/sourcery-view-html-source/id924925257
Screenshot 1:
http://www.dinopaskvan.com/sourcery/images/gallery/1.png
Screenshot 2:
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http://www.dinopaskvan.com/sourcery/images/gallery/3.png
App Icon:
http://www.dinopaskvan.com/sourcery/images/gallery/icon.png

Dino Paskvan is an iOS and web developer who divides his time between his company Refleks
and his independent projects. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2014 Dino Paskvan.
All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and
registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
###
Dino Paskvan
Developer
dpaskvan@gmail.com
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